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ABSTRACT
At the end of life, silence often takes increasing prominence in caregiving encounters. Valued in spiritual and religious traditions, silence lends itself to the spiritual and existential dimensions of healthcare but lack of familiarity with the phenomenon can lead to anxiety or avoidance. Greater understanding of the contribution of silence to care may support professional caregiving practice. This paper reports research that explored the nature, meaning and value of silence in palliative spiritual care. In a two-phase phenomenological approach, data were gathered through self-inquiry and unstructured interviews with 15 palliative care chaplains. A descriptive and hermeneutic analysis facilitated explication of the lived experience to produce an interpretation of essential qualities of silence in this context. ‘Spiritual caregiving silence’ emerged as a person-centred phenomenon that supports patients and their relatives. It is described as a way of being with another person, complementary to speech and non-verbal communication, which evokes a sense of companionship and connection. The caregiver takes both active and participative roles in the silence to create an accompanied space that allows the other person in the relationship to be with her or himself in a way that may not be possible when alone. This demands engagement and commitment. Silence provides a means of, and a medium for, communication that is beyond the capacity of words and has the potential to enable change. This insight into the specialist experience of chaplains may resonate with the experience of other professional caregivers to stimulate reflection and discussion, and to benefit patient care.
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Introduction
At the end of life silence often takes an increasing prominence in caregiving encounters. For a dying person this may be due to disease progression, medical intervention, a process of withdrawal from the world, grief or shock. For them, their family members and caregivers, the situation sometimes seems to be beyond the capacity of words. It is a natural place for silence but lack of familiarity with the phenomenon may lead to anxiety and avoidance. Greater understanding of the contribution of silence to care has the potential to support professional caregiving practice.
This paper explores the contribution of silence to spiritual caregiving in palliative settings drawing on research that I (Lynn Bassett) undertook in the UK between 2013 and 2016. The study arose out of my desire, as a palliative care chaplain, to better understand the silences that occur during spiritual caregiving encounters with patients and their family members, silences which seem to be helpful to them and to the caregiving relationship. This personal interest was galvanized by a realization that opportunities for silence may be diminishing in a Western culture that is increasingly focused on activity, communication and information. Aldous Huxley wrote of the twentieth century: ‘all the resources of our miraculous technology have been thrown into the current assault against silence’ (Lane 2006, 29). Hughes (1985, 97), a Jesuit priest and spiritual writer, offers an explanation: ‘We are so afraid of silence that we chase ourselves from one event to the next in order not to have to spend a moment with ourselves, in order not to have to look at ourselves in the mirror.’

This trend has been noted in healthcare too. Swift (2014, 167), a healthcare chaplain, writes: ‘In a world full of productive knowledge and solution focused health care it can be hard to argue for the necessity of space and silence’. Yet the value of silence and space is recognized in religious and spiritual traditions, and in a growing body of evidence for meditative practices, such as mindfulness (Kabat-Zinn 2005), for relief from physical pain and for psychological wellbeing.

There seems to be little evidence for silence as an element of care. Existing knowledge of silence in this context appears to reside mainly in the ‘tacit’ domain; tacit knowledge is described by Polanyi (1966) as intuitive understanding that is less easily put into words. One objective of this research was to explore and explicate tacit knowledge in the lived experience of palliative care chaplains.

**Background**

Spirituality eludes a single, agreed definition (Nolan and Holloway 2014). In healthcare contexts, it is described as the dimension of life that seeks meaning, purpose and transcendence (Puchalski and Romer 2005; Nolan 2012) and is also bound up in the relationship with self, others and with creation. Spiritual care has been defined as: ‘That care which recognises and responds to the needs of the human spirit when faced with trauma, ill-health or sadness’ (NHS Scotland 2009, 1).

Both spiritual care and palliative care prioritize holistic, person-centred care and emphasize a value in ‘being with’ another person. Such value transcends the task-related focus of ‘doing something’ for them (Edwards et al. 2010; Tornøe et al. 2014). Spiritual care is recognized as part of the remit of all members of the palliative care team at the level of individual ability (Marie Curie Cancer Care 2003) but is acknowledged as the specialism of chaplains (AHPCC 2013). For this reason, and for homogeneity, this research focused on the lived experience of palliative care chaplains.

Silence is sought and respected in many world faiths and spiritual traditions (Lane 2006). In Christian spirituality it is associated with contemplative and monastic practices. In Catholic seminaries, cultivation of interior silence is described as central to spiritual formation (Keating 2012). Similarly, Clayton (2013), a hospice chaplain, found that a prior condition of interior space is a prerequisite to care. More widely, in nursing and social care, it has been suggested that a regular meditative spiritual practice for caregiving
staff benefits themselves and the patients they care for (Wright 2006; Wong 2013); but the
correlation of silence to the practice of spiritual care has been less well explored.

**Literature review**

The review sought empirical research and other published material reporting experience of
caregiving silence in interactions between professional caregivers and their patients or clients in clinical or pastoral settings. A systematic search strategy designed for PsycINFO was adapted for the following cross-disciplinary databases: Academic Search Complete, AMED, CINAHL, Medline, Index to Theses, International Bibliography of the Social Sciences and ProQuest Digital Dissertations. This was supplemented by hand-searching, in discipline specific journals including the *Journal for the Study of Spirituality*, and citation tracking. Eighteen papers were retained for synthesis. Three report empirical research into the experience of psychotherapists in America and the UK (Hill, Thompson, and Ladany 2003; Ladany et al. 2004; Barber 2009). One (Tornøe et al. 2014) explores Norwegian hospice nurses’ experience of consoling presence but silence emerged in the findings, not as the subject of the study. The remaining 14 articles provide data in the form of reflection on first-hand experience of silence in caregiving settings including nursing, pastoral care, counselling and psychotherapy. Two articles of particular note are from palliative care in America: Back et al. (2009) describe a ‘compassionate silence’ derived from contemplative practice and Capretto (2015), a hospice chaplain working with bereavement, theorizes that silence acknowledges the limits of empathetic language in grief and loss.

To synthesize findings from these disparate sources a meta-ethnographic lines-of-argument approach was used, informed by Noblit and Hare (1988). This two-step process compares themes and concepts across studies, clustering similar findings and noting differences. It then draws together the main arguments of each paper to develop an inference of the meaning of the whole, in this case silence as an element of care, based on selective studies of the parts (Noblit and Hare 1988, 62). Silence is acknowledged as a complex and multi-faceted phenomenon (Hill, Thompson, and Ladany 2003; Ladany et al. 2004) that can lead to therapeutically rich moments (King 1995; Himelstein, Jackson, and Pegram 2003). Positive experiences of silence are described as comfortable, affirming and safe (Hill 2004; Back et al. 2009) but silence can also be anxiety provoking, difficult or uncomfortable (Sabbadini [1991] 2004).

Three areas of focus emerged: the relationship between silence and speech, the use of silence and the practice of silence. When understood and used skillfully, silence presents not as an absence of speech (Bravesmith 2012; Capretto 2015) but as an active presence, a ‘container of words’ (Sabbadini [1991] 2004, 229) or the ground from which speech arises and connections are made (Denham-Vaughan and Edmond 2010). Authors also note that silences may be avoided, especially in Western culture where speech is prioritized (Harris 2004; Moriichi 2009) and that effective use of silence demands experience, training and practice (Hill, Thompson, and Ladany 2003). In psychotherapy, many reasons for the use of silence are identified (Ladany et al. 2004) but Hill, Thompson, and Ladany (2003) conclude that specific recommendations cannot be made about when to use silence; this is a decision based on timing and client needs. Beyond use, Barber (2009) suggests that silence is an experience to be entered into by both caregiver and client. Silent presence has a quality of being fully in the here-and-now, being present to embodied self
(Denham-Vaughan and Edmond 2010) and being there for the other person in the encounter. In palliative care, it is described as a deeply personal and relational practice (Tornøe et al. 2014) and is observed to foster healing (Back et al. 2009). Being, and staying, in silence with another person at a difficult time for them is described as an act of non-abandonment (Moriichi 2009; Capretto 2015), demonstrating a willingness to remain, even in an uncomfortable place (Himelstein, Jackson, and Pegram 2003; Back et al. 2009).

The resulting interpretation found caregiving silence to be an aid to therapeutic communication, working in partnership with speech and non-verbal modes to enable deep communication beyond the limits of language. A distinction was noted between the ‘use of silence’ and ‘a practice of silence’ described by Back et al. (2009, 1113) as ‘the quality of mind the clinician contributes to the encounter’. This type of silence lends itself, particularly, to the spiritual and existential dimensions of communication where words may fail. The interpretation suggests that silence may be helpful in end-of-life care where speech can be compromised and spiritual care is integral to holistic palliative care. No research into silence in spiritual care at the end of life has been found. Thus, the review highlighted a gap in knowledge that could be addressed by empirical exploration into the specialist lived experience of palliative care chaplains.

**Research question, aims and objectives**

The research question was: ‘What is the nature, meaning and value of silence in spiritual caregiving at the end of life as experienced by palliative care chaplains?’ The aim of the research was to deepen understanding of silence as an element of palliative spiritual care. The objectives were to explore and explicate chaplains’ lived experience; to describe and interpret essential qualities of a type of silence that contributes to spiritual care; and to stimulate reflection and dialogue about the value of silence in palliative spiritual care.

**Methodology and method**

This study was undertaken in two phases in order to explore, first, my own lived experience of silence (i.e. Lynn Bassett) and, second, the experience of other palliative care chaplains. The research paradigm was grounded in a contemplative construction of reality proposed by Braman (2007) in communication theory. A contemplative construction encompasses dimensions of reality beyond the boundaries of the social world; inwardly it begins in embodied self and outwardly it looks to the transcendent. Thus it lends itself to the phenomenon of silence which is both ‘embodied by’ and ‘external to’ human beings.

A Heideggerian understanding of phenomenology was adopted. This capitalizes upon the subjective relationship between researchers and their research projects. It acknowledges that researchers bring their own history of interpreted experience and engage actively in the process of deepening understanding. This demands reflexivity (Etherington 2004) in order to establish and maintain an awareness of personal biases and assumptions that can limit the possibilities for discovery. Gadamer (1976) describes these limitations as a personal horizon; when acknowledged reflexively, it is possible for other horizons to come into view and new and different dimension of meaning to be uncovered (Van
Manen 1990). Gadamer theorizes that it is from the fusion of multiple horizons that an interpretation may emerge which strives for truth.

The strong emphasis on researcher involvement informed the decision to design the research in two phases. A reflective journal entry explains:

As both palliative care chaplain and researcher, I needed to explore my own understanding of silence in my spiritual life and in my professional world of palliative spiritual care. Only in the light of this expanded self-awareness, with the recognition of my own pre-assumptions and personal horizon (Gadamer 1976), would I be open to the new dimensions of meaning that may arise from the experience of other palliative care chaplains (Bassett: Journal 16/01/2013).

The purpose of Phase One was to establish and explicate my own horizon of understanding of silence as an element of palliative spiritual care, prior to embarking on the process of describing and interpreting essential qualities of this type of silence, from the lived experience of other chaplains in Phase Two. Heuristic inquiry, a method of self-inquiry proposed by Moustakas (1990), was used to explore and explicate my own experience of silence from both a personal and professional perspective. It began with a three-day silent retreat to immerse myself in a silence familiar to my own spirituality. The process continued with in-depth reflection on my professional experience of silence in 11 spiritual care encounters with patients and family members recorded in a reflective journal.

Having arrived at an interpretation of my own understanding, experience was sought from three other palliative care chaplains, for comparison with my own and to expand the horizon of understanding. Moustakas (1990) suggests that, in the cooperative sharing of a heuristic inquiry interview, both parties may open pathways to the other for deeper understanding of the phenomenon being explored. Interviews were unstructured; this allowed flexibility for the conversations to take their own course. A topic guide was used to provide prompts, where needed. It included definitional questions such as: ‘Is silence a part of your own spirituality (or has it ever been)? Can you tell me more …’ and in the core discussion ‘Can you think of a time when you experienced silence with a patient or family member?’ A manual process of engagement with the data, as outlined by Moustakas (1990), included periods of immersion and incubation which led to illumination and explication. Individual depictions of each participant’s experience were developed and agreed with participants before the composite depiction – which highlights universal qualities and themes of silence as an element of end-of-life spiritual care – was composed.

Participants for both phases were recruited through the Association of Hospice and Palliative Care Chaplains (AHPCC). A purposive sampling approach aimed to recruit a cohesive cohort of information rich participants (Pascal 2010). An invitation email, with a participant information pack attached, was sent to regional representatives of four AHPCC regions with a request to circulate to members. Criteria for inclusion were that the participant should be currently in post as a palliative care chaplain and have at least one year’s experience in end-of-life spiritual caregiving. A secondary aim was to strive for an overall balance between male and female. All respondents who met recruitment criteria were interviewed, resulting in a total of 15 participants (nine male and six female) across the two phases. The sample size takes into account the in-depth engagement with the data demanded in a phenomenological study. Interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed by the researcher to gain early familiarity with the data. They ranged between 41 and 89 min in duration; Moustakas (1990) particularly emphasizes
the importance of giving participants the opportunity to tell their story to a point of natural closing.

In Phase Two, specific examples of silence in spiritual caregiving encounters with patients and their family members were sought from 12 more palliative care chaplains. Hermeneutic phenomenology, following Van Manen (1990), was used to describe and interpret essential qualities of silence as an element of end-of-life spiritual care. Van Manen (1990, 107) describes essential qualities as ‘those which make a phenomenon what it is and without which the phenomenon could not be what it is’. There is no prescribed method for data analysis in hermeneutic phenomenological research (Finlay 2009) but Van Manen (1990, 93) suggests methods to uncover thematic aspects of a phenomenon. In this research two of these approaches were adopted: ‘wholistic reading’, where attention is given to the participant’s account as a whole; and ‘selective reading’ where statements that seem to be particularly revealing about the phenomenon are highlighted and extracted. In this manual process of analysis, emergent themes were identified and clustered to reveal overarching themes that described the essential qualities of silence as an element of end-of-life care.

**Ethics and quality**

Permission to conduct the research was granted by Lancaster University Ethics Committee in 2013. Measures taken to protect the wellbeing of participants, the researcher and other third parties included provision of information to participants; obtaining participant consent; anonymization of identifiers; protection of confidentiality; and secure data storage.

In a descriptive and interpretative methodology, such as phenomenology, trustworthiness is considered a marker of quality (Polkinghorne 1983); this is achieved through a clear, cohesive and transparent approach. Both Moustakas (1990) and Van Manen (1990) emphasize the commitment, discipline and rigour involved in the research process which is located largely in the person of the researcher (Moustakas 1990). Phenomenology does not seek to provide definitive answers; the aim is to produce rich description which draws the reader into the researcher’s discoveries, moving them to recognize the phenomenon from their own experience (Van Manen 1990). This relies upon in-depth reflection on the data, and use of verbatim material. Knowledge is not presented as fact but is understood to be ‘contingent, proportional, emergent and subject to alternative interpretations’ (Finlay 2009, 17). In this research, Phase One participants checked and agreed the depictions of their experience to assure accuracy and transparency and co-authors were engaged at all stages to ensure consistency, challenge bias and maximize the potential of the reflective process.

**Findings**

Findings from Phase One of the research contributed to a horizon of understanding of silence explicated from palliative care chaplains’ personal experience and spiritual caregiving practice. The process of self-inquiry revealed that my own personal and professional experiences were linked by a common understanding of silence as an interior space: a place of giving of self, time and attention to another person in a spiritual caregiving relationship or to God in personal prayer. Themes of silence that emerged are illustrated in Figure 1: they are stillness, listening, connection, witness, companionship and
communication. These are underpinned by a notion of depth. Increasing depth of silence seems to afford increasing intensity of experience and potential for self-discovery. For me, silence emerged as both a rich and challenging phenomenon. Reflective journal accounts describe the experience of being with people who had been silenced by their own illness or grief; noticeable in these accounts are my own feelings of helplessness and vulnerability summarized as:

… not knowing what to say, feeling that I have nothing to offer, an uncomfortableness in not-doing and, in shared silences, the beginnings of something that might be recognised as compassion, from the Latin com-passio, literally the experience of suffering with another person. (Bassett 2016, 97)

The experience of three other palliative care chaplains helped to expand the horizon of understanding by adding four pairs of divergent themes: silence is both interior and external; comfortable and uncomfortable; it can foster a sense of connection and be used to communicate rejection; it can provide a caregiving space and be used as a caregiving tool or intervention (see Figure 1).

The participating chaplains, Susan, Paul and John (all names are pseudonyms), confirmed that silence is important to them personally and as a resource for their professional practice. Their experience of the value of silent time and space seemed to motivate them to make opportunities for other people to find a time of stillness for themselves. Susan used the term ‘engineer’ to describe her attempts to introduce silence into the caregiving relationship, assisted by touch, body language or holding a hand. Paul confirmed, ‘silence is an invaluable part of what we offer with people and if it weren’t there a lot would be missing’. They identified silence as a space which allows things to happen. John explained:

![Figure 1. Horizon of palliative care chaplains’ understanding of silence in personal experience and spiritual caregiving practice.](image-url)
I’m holding the silence for them, because I’m assuming that there is something going on for them. And then it becomes a very intimate sharing of silence and [afterwards] we may or may not talk about what’s happened in the silence but there’s, hopefully, a mutual recognition that there’s something going on.

Silence seems to foster a sense of connection between the two people in the caregiving relationship. Participants observed that it also offers a space for connection with God. Susan described the tangible nature of this connection, saying, ‘you can almost see it, feel it … in the silence’.

The experiences related by the other chaplains supported much of the understanding gained from self-inquiry: themes of connection, stillness and listening were common and enriched the data. Participants used analogous words to describe their experience of silence: stillness, space, calm and quiet but they also noted differences in quality. For example Susan distinguished ‘quiet’ from ‘quality silence’; this resonated with my discovery that silence has a dimension of depth. The horizon of understanding, at the end of Phase One, is illustrated in Figure 1.

Phase Two of the research, which explored palliative care chaplains’ lived experience of silence in end-of-life caregiving encounters, resulted in three overarching themes: silence as a way of being with another person; silence as a medium for communication; and silence as an enabler of change. In each theme, increasing depth of silence was linked with an increasing intensity in the inter-personal relationship and in the content of the spiritual caregiving encounter. This is illustrated in Figure 2 and described, with examples, below.

**Silence as a way of being with another person**

This primary theme begins with a disposition of self in relationship with the other person in an encounter. Participants described a type of silence that feels comfortable and companionable. The term ‘just sitting’ with another person occurs in all but two of the transcripts; it is described as a way of being, which is not only silent but also includes a physical

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPIRITUAL CAREGIVING SILENCE</th>
<th>A way of being with another person</th>
<th>A medium for communication</th>
<th>An enabler of change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Depth</strong></td>
<td>A dimension of self (disposition) in relationship with the other (companionship)</td>
<td>A balance between silence and words (silence as gaps and pauses)</td>
<td>Creates caregiving space and time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A caregiving intervention (therapeutic)</td>
<td>Silence leads to a deeper place (‘something going on’)</td>
<td>Enables the other to stay in a difficult place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shared silence and common humanity (intimacy)</td>
<td>Silence as the primary mode of communication (when words are not possible or necessary)</td>
<td>Triggers emotional release</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.** Themes of spiritual caregiving silence demonstrating increasing depth of experience.
quality of stillness, that does not interrupt but offers companionable presence. Reflecting on her own experience of illness, Julia recalled, ‘you don’t always want to talk about how you’re feeling or your illness. But equally, you’ll love to have a presence with you’. As a dimension of self, silence can also be used as a caregiving intervention. This is illustrated by Jonathan who described his use of embodied silence as a therapeutic tool: ‘it’s about being silent myself in order to bring a comfortable feeling into the room’. As shared silence deepens, some participants used the term ‘intimacy’ to describe the sense of common humanity that they experienced. Alison recalled one such ‘contemplative encounter’ with a patient: ‘It was like that feeling when two people are in love and there’s the whole world going on but … you’re in your own little world’. Participants suggested that when two individuals share silence, they enter into a mutual space in which both have the potential to be changed. Tom alluded to humanistic psychologist Carl Rogers when he explained:

It’s about your client having a desire for change, and me willing to be part of that change. It needs two people to work together. It’s not just that I am giving to somebody. They are also giving to me. It’s not a one way flow.

**Silence as a medium for communication**

In all accounts the closely inter-woven relationship of silence with speech and non-verbal signs is clearly illustrated. Several participants noted that, even after a person has died, professional caregivers often introduce themselves to the patient verbally before sharing in their silence. In earlier and more general conversations, speech tends to take priority and silence is present as pauses and gaps between phrases. Participant Chris described these as ‘pockets of silence’ that help to build trust and rapport. He explained how a change in the quality of silence can mark a gear-change in the conversation using, as an example, a visit to an elderly patient, Marjorie, who seemed to have something on her mind. As the conversation progressed the silences between sentences lengthened. When Marjorie began to engage with her deepest feelings Chris experienced a sudden silence. He recalled that came as if with a ‘thud’. The impact made him feel quite uncomfortable but he recognized the importance of holding that silence for her so that she could stay with her thoughts and feelings for as long as she needed. The recognition of ‘something going on’ for the other person in the spiritual caregiving encounter was highlighted in a number of accounts.

Other participants recalled situations where patients physically could not speak; then silence became the primary mode of communication. Clare described sitting in silence with Michael, who had a neurological condition, during regular visits over an eight month period. She explained:

He was able to receive gaze … So we were able to sit and look into each other’s eyes and hold hands in a way that you often only do with lovers. But we did that in absolute silence and respectfulness. And it was as if Michael understood that I could manage the emotion of his illness … that I could see his suffering.

**Silence as an enabler of change**

There was a common understanding in all the accounts that silent presence can create caregiving space and time. Several participants noted that chaplains are seen to embody
silence, not simply as a state of mind but as a whole way of being. Tom introduced the concept of ‘unspokenness’, a silencing of self and an economy of words, using only sufficient language to ensure that the other person feels safe and accepted. This may present a counterpoint to the atmosphere of anxiety that sometimes accompanies end-of-life situations. James noted that an intentional silence also resists the natural desire to say something to ‘take away their fears, or anxieties or worries or whatever’. His suggestion that well-meaning words can also take away something from the person her or himself was echoed in other participant’s accounts. Chris reflected on the close care of Marjorie’s family: ‘It seemed like they were attaching themselves to her, like a hug around the bed, but one which actually stopped her from saying what she wanted to say’.

Demonstrating the value of silent caregiving space, Charles described a meeting with Bill who was trying to come to terms with the shock of his terminal diagnosis. Charles was conscious of the importance of allowing Bill the time that he needed. He explained: The silences were allowing me to give him the space to speak about what mattered. The silences were being able to live with the silences that happen in life when there are no answers.

Other participants described how their silent presence enabled relatives to stay with their loved one to the end. They noted that, around the time of death especially, words seem to be redundant and that silence allows a professional caregiver to be alongside as companion and witness without being an intrusion. Describing one particular occasion, Simon explained his silence as recognition of, and reverence for, a deeply personal moment for a dying woman and her husband:

There was just silence in the room. You couldn’t even hear the patient breathing. It was just peaceful. I think I’d been in the room half an hour. And I’d said my couple of prayers in the first five or ten minutes. The rest of the time was just being there … I said nothing because I literally couldn’t think of a thing to say. And not only that, [in a whisper] I thought it was not my place to say anything.

Other accounts contained examples of patients who, in accompanied silence, found the courage to articulate the reality of their own dying. In this acknowledgment they were enabled to come to greater acceptance of their situation and continue with their remaining life. Amanda shared the story of her visit to a dying woman who had been referred because of her deep denial. Amanda explained how, by carefully listening to her story and then holding a long silence, which began to feel quite uncomfortable for her, the patient finally acknowledged the truth: ‘I think I’m dying’, and a significant conversation followed. This enabled her to talk with her family and Amanda concluded, ‘she sorted out lots of things … and she died really peacefully’.

Where speech is not possible a silent accompanied space can allow non-verbal expression. Participant Jill shared the story of Nigel whose rapid degenerative illness left him with no speech and no movement; she described how times of silence with her in the chapel gave him a ‘buffer’ to cope. He communicated his anger and frustration through his eyes and Jill sensed that he gained some relief from her non-verbal confirmation that he had been ‘heard’.

Many accounts describe tears; caregiving silence has the potential to trigger emotional release. Jonathan explained, ‘It is the quality of pausing. What you’re offering is space, silence offers space in time. You’re pushing the pause button and that releases emotions’.
Several participants were visibly moved as they recalled these encounters, reflecting the depth of connection forged in silence.

As a dimension of spiritual care, participants identified silence as sacred space. Transcending connection on a human level, in silent moments with patients and family members, they witnessed connection or reconnection with God. Simon presented a Christian theological position that chaplains bring the presence of God to the encounter. Amanda described the need for ‘opening up the deepest part of ourselves [as caregivers] for God’s presence’. Reflecting Phase One findings, a number of accounts refer to a silence that follows spoken prayers. Steve recounted a simple ritual with a patient who asked for affirmation and prayers at the end of her life. His own experience was that ‘silence released a presence of love into the room … a real sense of common union and a tangible presence of the immanence of mystery and love’ and concluded ‘there was nothing more to say’.

**Observed effects**

Participants described beneficial changes in the people with whom they have shared silent encounters. Jonathan reported ‘My silence helped them to be calm; I’ve heard that from families’. Others noted that the opportunity to share thoughts and feelings led patients and family members to acceptance; afterwards they appeared to be more at peace. Participant Steve concluded: ‘To find a stillness allows for restoration, or even a new comprehension, within the person, of their worth and value simply as a human being’. ‘Spiritual caregiving silence’ emerged as a way of being with another person that evokes a sense of connection and companionship and provides a means of, and medium for, communication beyond the capacity of the spoken word. Further, a silent, caregiving space has the potential to enable change; this may begin with the expression or articulation of a deep personal truth. Participants observed that this process helps the recipient of spiritual care to move forward towards acceptance, restoration and peace.

**Discussion**

The findings contribute in-depth understanding of the nature, meaning and value of silence in spiritual caregiving at the end of life. The interpretation is further illuminated by experience in other related disciplines, as discussed below, but is particular to the practice of spiritual care. It was confirming to discover that spiritual caregiving silence reflects qualities of spiritual care itself. Consistent with the purpose of spiritual care, which is described in the background to this study as person-centred with an emphasis on being with another person (Edwards et al. 2010), the research found the nature of spiritual caregiving silence to be a way of being with another person. As a way of being, silence has different modes that involve the caregiver as both actor, by being silent, and participant by being in or with the silence of another person. This interpretation is informed by the relationship between interior and external silence identified by Keating (2012), in his article on interior silence as part of seminary formation, and further illuminated by the work of Davies (2008, 201) who, from the perspective of negative theology, highlights the limitations of the English language to express these different dimensions of silence. He turns to the Russian words *tishina*, translated as ‘the silence of the forest’ to denote stillness or absence of sound and *molechanie* as the silence of one who ceases speaking. Davies
(2008, 201) suggests that ‘the two silences are in constant tension and their relation can be a richly ambiguous one’.

In this research the meaning of silence, as a way of being with another person, is derived from the sense of connection and companionship that is evoked. In the particular setting of palliative care, the data provide examples of the value of caregiver silence as companionable but non-intrusive presence. This is especially relevant when patients are physically unable to speak or when they, and their family members, are rendered speechless by their situation. It resembles the state of active passivity noted by Lunn (2009) in spiritual direction, which she describes as not to be mistaken for doing nothing but an intentional choice to be still, to wait and to attend. Lunn (2009, 225) writes of attending as an act of kenosis (self-emptying); she suggests this is ‘a deeply theological act (...) It involves putting aside one’s own thoughts, feelings and desires in order to attend to the other’.

The research has identified further value in the potential for change that emerges out of silence as accompanied, caregiving space. It manifests as the expression or articulation of deep concerns and, then, the possibility of acceptance and greater peace. This reflects and transcends the understanding of the phenomenon in psychoanalytic literature: Sabbadini ([1991] 2004, 229) describes silence as ‘a container of words’ but, in this research, silence has been observed to enable expression of meaning without the use of words; for example in Jill’s encounters with Nigel whose condition denied him the luxury of speech. The understanding of the value of silence as caregiving space is resonant with the typology of ‘compassionate silence’ described by Back et al. (2009). This research has found that silence is not only a state of mind but is ‘embodied’ as a therapeutic tool. To be in silence, with the silence of another person, is to participate in a shared silence. Participants’ experience is that, when the other person is suffering, this can be an uncomfortable place but, consistent with existing literature (Himelstein, Jackson, and Pegram2003; Back et al. 2009; Capretto 2015), they recognize the value in staying in the silence with the other person.

This research has found that being in shared silence together enables the other person in the caregiving relationship to be with her or himself in a way that may not be possible when alone. It builds upon the findings of Capretto (2015, 353), a chaplain working with bereavement, that ‘silence provides a transitional medium for the spiritual and intrapsychic process of the loss, which cannot be effected in isolation’. In this research the theory is supported by accounts of relatives who were enabled to stay with their dying loved ones till the end, and examples of chaplains’ silent presence that enabled patients close to the end of life to reflect on and articulate their own deepest concerns. Hughes (1985) infers that people are afraid of silence because of the opportunity it offers to engage with self, yet chaplains in this study observed that it is the opportunity for engagement with self, in a safe accompanied space, that enables the other in the relationship to express deep truths and this can lead to a greater sense of acceptance and peace. Thus, this research supports the conclusion of the psychoanalyst Sabbadini ([1991] 2004, 239) ‘Perhaps, staying with our patients’ and our own silences a little longer is the one unambiguous recommendation I can honestly make’.

**Conclusion**

This research has explored and expanded the understanding of silence as an element of palliative spiritual care. It draws together specialist expertise and cross-disciplinary experience
incorporating understandings of silence from spirituality, communications theory, and psychotherapy and counselling to illuminate the nature, meaning and value of spiritual caregiving silence within the holistic practice of interdisciplinary palliative care. Spiritual caregiving silence includes types of silence used and practiced in wider palliative caregiving and in other disciplines but, like spiritual care itself, it is distinctive in purpose and practice.

The phenomenological methodology supports the explication of the lived experience of chaplains in a reflective and congruent way. It is recognized that the specialist role of palliative care chaplains may influence the context and character of the caregiving encounter. A limitation of the research may be that it does not include the experience of other professional caregivers who also have a responsibility to offer spiritual care. This could be usefully explored in future research, as could the experience of recipients of spiritual care. One purpose of hermeneutic phenomenology is to seek essential qualities of a phenomenon. Spiritual caregiving silence is what it is because it occurs in a spiritual caregiving context and, as findings from this research indicate, spiritual caregiving silence has the potential to enhance the quality of spiritual care.

This study offers a variety of examples of the contribution of silence to spiritual caregiving at the end of life: as a way of being with another person, silence can offer comfortable companionship; as silence deepens a sense of intimacy and connection may be evoked; and, when words fail, silence can provide a means of and a medium for communication. In addition, silence creates a caregiving space where the other person in the spiritual care relationship may be enabled to be with him or herself in a way that he or she may find helpful and healing. For the caregiver, silence is a demanding skill and practice. Nevertheless, chaplains in this research confirm that its challenges are outweighed by the spiritual caregiving intention to stay with another person and the perceived value to patient care. Whilst offering a unique insight into the experience of chaplains and the particular setting of end-of-life spiritual care, these findings may resonate with other spiritual caregiving situations and the experience of other caregivers to stimulate reflection and discussion and further deepen understanding to benefit patient care.
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